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Element Description
The Use Constraints element defines how data may or may not be used to assure the protection of privacy or intellectual property. This includes 
license information, or any special restrictions, legal prerequisites, terms and conditions, and/or limitations on using the data set. 

Best Practices

There are two main uses for the Use Constraints elements. The first is to describe any specific purposes the data should not be used for. This 
information should be provided in the UseConstraints/Description field. The second is to provide license information about the data set. License 
information should be provided in either the UseConstraints/LicenseText or the UseConstraints/ URL element. Along with the license License
information, users can explicitly state whether or not the data is free of charge and open for any use the user sees fit by using the FreeAndOpenData 
field.

  

Use Constraints/ Description

UseConstraints/Description is a free text field which should include information on any special restrictions, limitations, or terms and conditions for 
using the data. This should go beyond the terms laid out in the license. For example, a data set may be free and open to the public to use based on 
the license, but due to the quality of the data there may be limitations on the type of applications it should be used for. These types of special 
limitations should be stated in the description field. Providing a  Description is optional.   Use Constraints

Examples:

"Due to a sensor anomaly, data collected between October 4, 2007 and October 10, 2007 should not be used to conduct scientific research."

"Validation studies have shown significant error values in data collected over desert land cover types. Therefore, it is recommended that this 
data not be used to conduct analysis over areas of land containing desert."   

License URL & License Text & Explicit notification of free and open data

License text can be provided directly in the metadata record, or as a URL that links to a web page which holds the license text. It is highly 
recommended that a License URL be provided if possible. With a License URL, the metadata remains unaffected by changes made to the 
license. License information can be provided in the License Text field OR as a License URL (you cannot provide both).

Note: It is recommended that the EOSDIS Data Use Policy (Providing license information is required for all NASA EOSDIS data sets. https://earth
) be provided in the LicenseURL/Linkage field in order to meet this requirement.    data.nasa.gov/earth-observation-data/data-use-policy

License URL: The License URL field can be used to link to a web page which describes the license terms for the data set. License information 
is required for all NASA data sets. Use of the License URL field is strongly recommended. There are several sub-elements for License URL:

License URL/ : The link to the  should be provided in this field. If providing a License URL, the Linkage element is Linkage license
required. 

License URL/ : Protocol The protocol is used to identify mechanisms/conventions for communication between different network devices 
(e.g. https, svn, ftp, etc.). Providing a protocol is optional.

License URL/ : The name of the application that can service the data. For example, if the URL points to a word Application Profile
document, then the application profile is MS-Word. If the URL points to a website, the application profile could be the name of a web 
browser (e.g. Chrome, Internet Explorer, etc.). Providing an application profile is optional. 

License URL/ : A name that identifies the URL, such as "License URL". Providing a name is completely optional.Name

https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-observation-data/data-use-policy
https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-observation-data/data-use-policy


License URL/ : A description of the URL being provided. Providing a URL description is recommended but not required. Description

License URL/ : "The function of the online resource. In ISO where this class originated the valid values are: download, Function
information, offlineAccess, order, and search." Providing a function is optional. 

License URL/Mime Type: MIME stands for "Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions." Mime types are used to identify the nature and 
format of files provided on the Internet, and are typically used by internet browsers in order to determine how to properly process or 
display a document or file. Providing the Mime Type element in the metadata helps ensure that the URL contents will be properly 
displayed on the Web. Providing a Mime Type for License URL is optional. Mime Type is a controlled vocabulary field and should be 
chosen from the . GCMD Mime Type keyword list

Examples:

Linkage: https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-observation-data/data-use-policy

Protocol: https

Name: License URL

Description: The Earth Observing System Data and Information System (EOSDIS) data use policy for NASA data. 

MimeType: text/html

Linkage: https://opendatacommons.org/licenses/pddl/1.0/

Description: Link to the full legal text of the license applied to this data set

MimeType: text/html 

License Text: Use the License Text field to provide the license terms for the data set. The license text should be provided in full. A summary or 
plain english version of the license text does not count as the actual license text. As shown in the example below, license text is often lengthy 
and providing the full license text in the metadata should be avoided if possible. Use of the License Text field should be reserved for cases 
where it is not possible to provide a License URL.       

Examples:

# ODC Attribution License (ODC-By)

### Preamble

The Open Data Commons Attribution License is a license agreement
intended to allow users to freely share, modify, and use this Database
subject only to the attribution requirements set out in Section 4.

Databases can contain a wide variety of types of content (images,
audiovisual material, and sounds all in the same database, for example),
and so this license only governs the rights over the Database, and not
the contents of the Database individually. Licensors may therefore wish
to use this license together with another license for the contents.

Sometimes the contents of a database, or the database itself, can be
covered by other rights not addressed here (such as private contracts,
trademark over the name, or privacy rights / data protection rights
over information in the contents), and so you are advised that you may
have to consult other documents or clear other rights before doing
activities not covered by this License.

------

The Licensor (as defined below) 

and 

You (as defined below) 

agree as follows: 

### 1.0 Definitions of Capitalised Words

"Collective Database" – Means this Database in unmodified form as part
of a collection of independent databases in themselves that together are
assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective
Database will not be considered a Derivative Database.

"Convey" – As a verb, means Using the Database, a Derivative Database,
or the Database as part of a Collective Database in any way that enables
a Person to make or receive copies of the Database or a Derivative

https://gcmd.earthdata.nasa.gov/kms/concepts/concept_scheme/MimeType?format=csv
https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-observation-data/data-use-policy
https://opendatacommons.org/licenses/pddl/1.0/


Database.  Conveying does not include interaction with a user through a
computer network, or creating and Using a Produced Work, where no
transfer of a copy of the Database or a Derivative Database occurs.

"Contents" – The contents of this Database, which includes the
information, independent works, or other material collected into the
Database. For example, the contents of the Database could be factual
data or works such as images, audiovisual material, text, or sounds.

"Database" – A collection of material (the Contents) arranged in a
systematic or methodical way and individually accessible by electronic
or other means offered under the terms of this License.

"Database Directive" – Means Directive 96/9/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection
of databases, as amended or succeeded.

"Database Right" – Means rights resulting from the Chapter III ("sui
generis") rights in the Database Directive (as amended and as transposed
by member states), which includes the Extraction and Re-utilisation of
the whole or a Substantial part of the Contents, as well as any similar
rights available in the relevant jurisdiction under Section 10.4. 

"Derivative Database" – Means a database based upon the Database, and
includes any translation, adaptation, arrangement, modification, or any
other alteration of the Database or of a Substantial part of the
Contents. This includes, but is not limited to, Extracting or
Re-utilising the whole or a Substantial part of the Contents in a new
Database.

"Extraction" – Means the permanent or temporary transfer of all or a
Substantial part of the Contents to another medium by any means or in
any form.

"License" – Means this license agreement and is both a license of rights
such as copyright and Database Rights and an agreement in contract.

"Licensor" – Means the Person that offers the Database under the terms
of this License. 

"Person" – Means a natural or legal person or a body of persons
corporate or incorporate.

"Produced Work" –  a work (such as an image, audiovisual material, text,
or sounds) resulting from using the whole or a Substantial part of the
Contents (via a search or other query) from this Database, a Derivative
Database, or this Database as part of a Collective Database.  

"Publicly" – means to Persons other than You or under Your control by
either more than 50% ownership or by the power to direct their
activities (such as contracting with an independent consultant). 

"Re-utilisation" – means any form of making available to the public all
or a Substantial part of the Contents by the distribution of copies, by
renting, by online or other forms of transmission.

"Substantial" – Means substantial in terms of quantity or quality or a
combination of both. The repeated and systematic Extraction or
Re-utilisation of insubstantial parts of the Contents may amount to the
Extraction or Re-utilisation of a Substantial part of the Contents.

"Use" – As a verb, means doing any act that is restricted by copyright
or Database Rights whether in the original medium or any other; and
includes without limitation distributing, copying, publicly performing,
publicly displaying, and preparing derivative works of the Database, as
well as modifying the Database as may be technically necessary to use it
in a different mode or format. 

"You" – Means a Person exercising rights under this License who has not
previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the
Database, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to
exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

Words in the singular include the plural and vice versa.

### 2.0 What this License covers

2.1. Legal effect of this document. This License is:

  a. A license of applicable copyright and neighbouring rights;

  b. A license of the Database Right; and

  c. An agreement in contract between You and the Licensor.



2.2 Legal rights covered. This License covers the legal rights in the
Database, including:

  a. Copyright. Any copyright or neighbouring rights in the Database.
  The copyright licensed includes any individual elements of the
  Database, but does not cover the copyright over the Contents
  independent of this Database. See Section 2.4 for details. Copyright
  law varies between jurisdictions, but is likely to cover: the Database
  model or schema, which is the structure, arrangement, and organisation
  of the Database, and can also include the Database tables and table
  indexes; the data entry and output sheets; and the Field names of
  Contents stored in the Database;

  b. Database Rights. Database Rights only extend to the Extraction and
  Re-utilisation of the whole or a Substantial part of the Contents.
  Database Rights can apply even when there is no copyright over the
  Database. Database Rights can also apply when the Contents are removed
  from the Database and are selected and arranged in a way that would
  not infringe any applicable copyright; and

  c. Contract. This is an agreement between You and the Licensor for
  access to the Database. In return you agree to certain conditions of
  use on this access as outlined in this License. 

2.3 Rights not covered. 

  a. This License does not apply to computer programs used in the making
  or operation of the Database; 

  b. This License does not cover any patents over the Contents or the
  Database; and

  c. This License does not cover any trademarks associated with the
  Database. 

2.4 Relationship to Contents in the Database. The individual items of
the Contents contained in this Database may be covered by other rights,
including copyright, patent, data protection, privacy, or personality
rights, and this License does not cover any rights (other than Database
Rights or in contract) in individual Contents contained in the Database.
For example, if used on a Database of images (the Contents), this
License would not apply to copyright over individual images, which could
have their own separate licenses, or one single license covering all of
the rights over the images.  

### 3.0 Rights granted

3.1 Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, the Licensor
grants to You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, terminable (but
only under Section 9) license to Use the Database for the duration of
any applicable copyright and Database Rights. These rights explicitly
include commercial use, and do not exclude any field of endeavour. To
the extent possible in the relevant jurisdiction, these rights may be
exercised in all media and formats whether now known or created in the
future. 

The rights granted cover, for example:

  a. Extraction and Re-utilisation of the whole or a Substantial part of
  the Contents;

  b. Creation of Derivative Databases;

  c. Creation of Collective Databases;

  d. Creation of temporary or permanent reproductions by any means and
  in any form, in whole or in part, including of any Derivative
  Databases or as a part of Collective Databases; and

  e. Distribution, communication, display, lending, making available, or
  performance to the public by any means and in any form, in whole or in
  part, including of any Derivative Database or as a part of Collective
  Databases.

3.2 Compulsory license schemes. For the avoidance of doubt:

  a. Non-waivable compulsory license schemes. In those jurisdictions in
  which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or
  compulsory licensing scheme cannot be waived, the Licensor reserves
  the exclusive right to collect such royalties for any exercise by You
  of the rights granted under this License;

  b. Waivable compulsory license schemes. In those jurisdictions in



  which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or
  compulsory licensing scheme can be waived, the Licensor waives the
  exclusive right to collect such royalties for any exercise by You of
  the rights granted under this License; and,

  c. Voluntary license schemes. The Licensor waives the right to collect
  royalties, whether individually or, in the event that the Licensor is
  a member of a collecting society that administers voluntary licensing
  schemes, via that society, from any exercise by You of the rights
  granted under this License.

3.3 The right to release the Database under different terms, or to stop
distributing or making available the Database, is reserved. Note that
this Database may be multiple-licensed, and so You may have the choice
of using alternative licenses for this Database. Subject to Section
10.4, all other rights not expressly granted by Licensor are reserved.

### 4.0 Conditions of Use

4.1 The rights granted in Section 3 above are expressly made subject to
Your complying with the following conditions of use. These are important
conditions of this License, and if You fail to follow them, You will be
in material breach of its terms.

4.2 Notices. If You Publicly Convey this Database, any Derivative
Database, or the Database as part of a Collective Database, then You
must: 

  a. Do so only under the terms of this License;

  b. Include a copy of this License or its Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
  with the Database or Derivative Database, including both in the
  Database or Derivative Database and in any relevant documentation; 

  c. Keep intact any copyright or Database Right notices and notices
  that refer to this License; and

  d. If it is not possible to put the required notices in a particular
  file due to its structure, then You must include the notices in a
  location (such as a relevant directory) where users would be likely to
  look for it.

4.3 Notice for using output (Contents). Creating and Using a Produced
Work does not require the notice in Section 4.2. However, if you
Publicly Use a Produced Work, You must include a notice associated with
the Produced Work reasonably calculated to make any Person that uses,
views, accesses, interacts with, or is otherwise exposed to the Produced
Work aware that Content was obtained from the Database, Derivative
Database, or the Database as part of a Collective Database, and that it
is available under this License.

  a. Example notice. The following text will satisfy notice under
  Section 4.3:

        Contains information from DATABASE NAME which is made available
        under the ODC Attribution License.

DATABASE NAME should be replaced with the name of the Database and a
hyperlink to the location of the Database. "ODC Attribution License"
should contain a hyperlink to the URI of the text of this License. If
hyperlinks are not possible, You should include the plain text of the
required URI's with the above notice.

4.4 Licensing of others. You may not sublicense the Database. Each time
You communicate the Database, the whole or Substantial part of the
Contents, or any Derivative Database to anyone else in any way, the
Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Database on the same
terms and conditions as this License. You are not responsible for
enforcing compliance by third parties with this License, but You may
enforce any rights that You have over a Derivative Database. You are
solely responsible for any modifications of a Derivative Database made
by You or another Person at Your direction. You may not impose any
further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed
under this License.

### 5.0 Moral rights

5.1 Moral rights. This section covers moral rights, including any rights
to be identified as the author of the Database or to object to treatment
that would otherwise prejudice the author's honour and reputation, or
any other derogatory treatment:

  a. For jurisdictions allowing waiver of moral rights, Licensor waives
  all moral rights that Licensor may have in the Database to the fullest



  extent possible by the law of the relevant jurisdiction under Section
  10.4; 

  b. If waiver of moral rights under Section 5.1 a in the relevant
  jurisdiction is not possible, Licensor agrees not to assert any moral
  rights over the Database and waives all claims in moral rights to the
  fullest extent possible by the law of the relevant jurisdiction under
  Section 10.4; and

  c. For jurisdictions not allowing waiver or an agreement not to assert
  moral rights under Section 5.1 a and b, the author may retain their
  moral rights over certain aspects of the Database.

Please note that some jurisdictions do not allow for the waiver of moral
rights, and so moral rights may still subsist over the Database in some
jurisdictions.

### 6.0 Fair dealing, Database exceptions, and other rights not affected 

6.1 This License does not affect any rights that You or anyone else may
independently have under any applicable law to make any use of this
Database, including without limitation:

  a. Exceptions to the Database Right including: Extraction of Contents
  from non-electronic Databases for private purposes, Extraction for
  purposes of illustration for teaching or scientific research, and
  Extraction or Re-utilisation for public security or an administrative
  or judicial procedure. 

  b. Fair dealing, fair use, or any other legally recognised limitation
  or exception to infringement of copyright or other applicable laws. 

6.2 This License does not affect any rights of lawful users to Extract
and Re-utilise insubstantial parts of the Contents, evaluated
quantitatively or qualitatively, for any purposes whatsoever, including
creating a Derivative Database (subject to other rights over the
Contents, see Section 2.4). The repeated and systematic Extraction or
Re-utilisation of insubstantial parts of the Contents may however amount
to the Extraction or Re-utilisation of a Substantial part of the
Contents.

### 7.0 Warranties and Disclaimer

7.1 The Database is licensed by the Licensor "as is" and without any
warranty of any kind, either express, implied, or arising by statute,
custom, course of dealing, or trade usage. Licensor specifically
disclaims any and all implied warranties or conditions of title,
non-infringement, accuracy or completeness, the presence or absence of
errors, fitness for a particular purpose, merchantability, or otherwise.
Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion of implied warranties, so
this exclusion may not apply to You.

### 8.0 Limitation of liability

8.1 Subject to any liability that may not be excluded or limited by law,
the Licensor is not liable for, and expressly excludes, all liability
for loss or damage however and whenever caused to anyone by any use
under this License, whether by You or by anyone else, and whether caused
by any fault on the part of the Licensor or not. This exclusion of
liability includes, but is not limited to, any special, incidental,
consequential, punitive, or exemplary damages such as loss of revenue,
data, anticipated profits, and lost business. This exclusion applies
even if the Licensor has been advised of the possibility of such
damages.

8.2 If liability may not be excluded by law, it is limited to actual and
direct financial loss to the extent it is caused by proved negligence on
the part of the Licensor.

### 9.0 Termination of Your rights under this License

9.1 Any breach by You of the terms and conditions of this License
automatically terminates this License with immediate effect and without
notice to You. For the avoidance of doubt, Persons who have received the
Database, the whole or a Substantial part of the Contents, Derivative
Databases, or the Database as part of a Collective Database from You
under this License will not have their licenses terminated provided
their use is in full compliance with this License or a license granted
under Section 4.8 of this License.  Sections 1, 2, 7, 8, 9 and 10 will
survive any termination of this License.

9.2 If You are not in breach of the terms of this License, the Licensor
will not terminate Your rights under it. 



9.3 Unless terminated under Section 9.1, this License is granted to You
for the duration of applicable rights in the Database. 

9.4 Reinstatement of rights. If you cease any breach of the terms and
conditions of this License, then your full rights under this License
will be reinstated:

  a. Provisionally and subject to permanent termination until the 60th
  day after cessation of breach; 

  b. Permanently on the 60th day after cessation of breach unless
  otherwise reasonably notified by the Licensor; or

  c.  Permanently if reasonably notified by the Licensor of the
  violation, this is the first time You have received notice of
  violation of this License from  the Licensor, and You cure the
  violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

9.5 Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release
the Database under different license terms or to stop distributing or
making available the Database. Releasing the Database under different
license terms or stopping the distribution of the Database will not
withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is
required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this
License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as
stated above.

### 10.0 General

10.1 If any provision of this License is held to be invalid or
unenforceable, that must not affect the validity or enforceability of
the remainder of the terms and conditions of this License and each
remaining provision of this License shall be valid and enforced to the
fullest extent permitted by law. 

10.2 This License is the entire agreement between the parties with
respect to the rights granted here over the Database. It replaces any
earlier understandings, agreements or representations with respect to
the Database. 

10.3 If You are in breach of the terms of this License, You will not be
entitled to rely on the terms of this License or to complain of any
breach by the Licensor. 

10.4 Choice of law. This License takes effect in and will be governed by
the laws of the relevant jurisdiction in which the License terms are
sought to be enforced. If the standard suite of rights granted under
applicable copyright law and Database Rights in the relevant
jurisdiction includes additional rights not granted under this License,
these additional rights are granted in this License in order to meet the
terms of this License.

Free And Open Data: The free and open data field can be used to explicitly state whether or not the data is free of charge and open for any 
use the user sees fit. There are some assumptions that are made regarding the free and openness of a record if this element is not provided. 

For EOSDIS records that do not include a use constraint or contain a recognized license URL, the default assumption will be they 
are free and open.
For EOSDIS records that include a non-recognized license URL or Text, the records will not be considered free and open.
Only international data that have a recognized License URL or come from a "free and open designated" provider will be considered 
free and open.

EOSDIS providers can be designated as free and open by default if the provider so choses. Then all of their records will be assumed to be 
free and open unless the FreeAndOpenData element is used to state otherwise.

          

            EULAIdentifiers:  In order for end users to access some types of data, they will need to accept an end user license agreement (EULA). By 
data collections the EULA can be shared across multiple applications.associating a EULA Identifier with 

             Example:

                 EULAIdentifiers: e9f67a66-e5fc-43gc-b720-ae12a2c3d8f2

Element Specification

Model Element Type Constraints Required? Cardinality

UMM-C UseConstraints/Description String 1 - 4000 characters No 0..1



UMM-C UseConstraints/FreeAndOpenData Boolean None No 0..1

UMM-C UseConstraints/EULAIdentifiers String 40 characters No 0..*

Choice of:

Model Element Type Constraints Required? Cardinality

UMM-C UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Linkage String 1 - 1024 characters Yes, if applicable 1

UMM-C UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Protocol String 1 - 80 characters No 0..1

UMM-C UseConstraints/LicenseURL/ApplicationProfile String 1 - 1024 characters No 0..1

UMM-C UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Name String 1 - 80 characters No 0..1

UMM-C UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Description String 1 - 1024 characters No 0..1

UMM-C UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Function String 1 - 1024 characters No 0..1

UMM-C UseConstraints/LicenseURL/MimeType String KMS controlled No 0..*

or

Model Element Type Constraints Required? Cardinality

UMM-C UseConstraints/LicenseText String 1 - 20000 characters Only required if LicenseURL is not provided 0..1

Metadata Validation and QA/QC

All metadata entering the CMR goes through the below process to ensure metadata quality requirements are met. All records undergo CMR validation 
before entering the system. The process of QA/QC is slightly different for NASA and non-NASA data providers. Non-NASA providers include 
interagency and international data providers and are referred to as the International Directory Network (IDN).

Please see the expandable sections below for flowchart details.

Manual Review
Check that there is at least a brief summary of the use constraints.
Confirm that any URLs link to the appropriate web pages.
Identify errors, discrepancies or omissions.
Proof all content for conciseness and readability.

Automated Review
Check that the field length is not greater than 12,000 characters.
Check for potential broken links.

<>
ARC Priority Matrix

Priority Categorization Justification

https://gcmd.earthdata.nasa.gov/kms/concepts/concept_scheme/MimeType?format=csv
https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/display/CMR/ARC+Priority+Matrix


Red = High Priority Finding This element is categorized as highest priority when:

License information is missing for a NASA dataset (License information is required for NASA collections).
The License URL is a broken link.
The Use Constraints/Description or the License Text includes major spelling or grammatical errors.
There is evidence to suggest the license information provided is incorrect for the dataset.
The License information is provided in the incorrect field. 

Yellow = Medium Priority Finding This element is categorized as medium priority when:

The License Text option is provided when a URL is available.
No FreeAndOpenData value is provided.

Blue = Low Priority Finding This element is categorized as low priority when:

The License URL provided is a re-direct link.

Green = No Findings/Issues The element is provided and follows all applicable criteria specified in the best practices section above.

ARC Automated Checks

ARC uses the  for automated metadata checks. Please see the  for more information. pyQuARC library pyQuARC GitHub

Dialect Mappings
 DIF 9 (Note: DIF-9 is being phased out and will no longer be supported after 2018)

DIF 10

UMM-C Element DIF 10 Path Type Constraints Required in DIF 10? Cardinality

UseConstraints/Description Use_Constraints/Description String 1 - 4000 characters No 0..1

UseConstraints/FreeAndOpenData Use_Constraints/Free_And_Open_Data Boolean None No 0..1

Choice of:

(a) License_URL

UMM-C Element DIF 10 Path Type Constraints Required 
in DIF 10?

Cardinality Notes

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL/Linkage

Use_Constraints
/License_URL/URL

String 1 - 1024 
characters

Yes, if 
applicable

1 Providing a License URL is 
recommended (versus providing License 
Text)

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL/Name

Use_Constraints
/License_URL/Title

String 1 - 100 
characters

No 0..1

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL/Description

Use_Constraints
/License_URL/Description

String 1 - 4000 
characters

No 0..1

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL/MimeType

Use_Constraints
/License_URL/Mime_Type

String KMS controlled No 0..*

OR

(b) License_Text

UMM-C Element DIF 10 Path Type Constraints Required in DIF 10? Cardinality

UseConstraints/LicenseText Use_Constraints/License_Text String 1 - 20000 characters Only required if a License_URL is not provided 0..1

Example Mapping

DIF 10

https://github.com/NASA-IMPACT/pyQuARC
https://github.com/NASA-IMPACT/pyQuARC
https://git.earthdata.nasa.gov/projects/EMFD/repos/unified-metadata-model/browse/collection/v1.9/DIF-UMM-ECHO_Mapping.xlsx
https://gcmd.earthdata.nasa.gov/kms/concepts/concept_scheme/MimeType?format=csv


<Use_Constraints>
  <Description>Due to a sensor anomaly, data 
collected between October 4, 2007 and October 10, 
2007 should not be used to conduct scientific 
research.</Description>
  <License_URL>
    <URL>https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain
/zero/1.0/</URL>
    <Title>License URL</Title>
    <Description>Link to the full legal text of the 
Creative Commons license which describe the terms of 
use for this this dataset.</Description>
    <Mime_Type>text/html</Mime_Type>
  </License_URL>
  <Free_And_Open_Data>true</Free_And_Open_Data>
</Use_Constraints>

UMM

"UseConstraints": {
  "Description": "Due to a sensor anomaly, data 
collected between October 4, 2007 and October 10, 
2007 should not be used to conduct scientific 
research.",
  "LicenseURL": {
    "Linkage": "https://creativecommons.org
/publicdomain/zero/1.0/",
    "Protocol": "https",
    "Name": "License URL",
    "Description": "Link to the full legal text of 
the Creative Commons license which describe the 
terms of use for this this dataset.",
    "MimeType": "text/html"
  },
  "FreeAndOpenData": true
}

ECHO 10

UMM-C Element ECHO 10 Path Type Constraints Required in ECHO10? Cardinality

UseConstraints/Description /Collection/UseConstraints/Description String 1 - 4000 characters No 0..1

UseConstraints/FreeAndOpenData /Collection/UseConstraints/FreeAndOpenData Boolean None No 0..1

Choice of:

(a) LicenseUrl

UMM-C 
Element

ECHO 10 Path Type Constraints Required 
in 
ECHO10?

Cardinality Notes

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL

/Collection/UseCons
traints/LicenseURL
/URL

String 1 - 1024 
characters

Yes, if 
applicable

0..1 If a License URL is provided, the URL is required.

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL
/Description

/Collection/UseCons
traints/LicenseURL
/Description

String 1 - 4000 
characters

No 0..1

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL
/Name

/Collection/UseCons
traints/LicenseURL
/Type

String 1 - 100 
characters

Yes 1 Equivalent to the UMM field UseConstraints/LicenseURL
/Name. If the CMR creates an ECHO10 record and the UMM-
C Name field is empty the CMR will write License URL into 
the ECHO 10 required Type field.

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL
/MimeType

/Collection/UseCons
traints/LicenseURL
/MimeType

String KMS controlled No 0..1

https://gcmd.earthdata.nasa.gov/kms/concepts/concept_scheme/MimeType?format=csv


OR

(b) LicenseText

UMM-C Element ECHO 10 Path Type Constraints Required in ECHO10? Cardinality

UseConstraints
/LicenseText

/Collection/UseConstraints
/LicenseText

String 1 - 20000 
characters

Only required if a License URL is not 
provided

0..1

Example Mapping

ECHO 10

<UseConstraints>
  <Description>Due to a sensor anomaly, data 
collected between October 4, 2007 and October 10, 
2007 should not be used to conduct scientific 
research.</Description>
  <LicenseURL>
    <URL>https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-
observation-data/data-use-policy</URL>
    <Description>The Earth Observing System Data and 
Information System (EOSDIS) data use policy for NASA 
data.</Description>
    <Type>License URL</Type>
    <MimeType>text/html</MimeType>
  </LicenseURL>
  <FreeAndOpenData>true</FreeAndOpenData>
</UseConstraints>

UMM

"UseConstraints": {
  "Description": "Due to a sensor anomaly, data 
collected between October 4, 2007 and October 10, 
2007 should not be used to conduct scientific 
research.",
  "LicenseURL": {
    "Linkage": "https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-
observation-data/data-use-policy",
    "Name": "License URL",
    "Description": "The Earth Observing System Data 
and Information System (EOSDIS) data use policy for 
NASA data.",
    "MimeType": "text/html"
  },
  "FreeAndOpenData": true
}

ISO 19115-2 MENDS

UMM-C 
Element

ISO 19115-2 MENDS Path Type Notes

UseConstr
aints
/Description

/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:
MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:useLimitation/gco:CharacterString

String



UseConstr
aints
/FreeAndO
penData

/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:
MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:useConstraints/gmd:MD_RestrictionCode codeList "https://cdn.earthdata.

" codeListValue nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
"otherRestrictions" =  "otherRestrictions"

/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:
MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:otherConstraints/gco:CharacterString = "FreeAndOpenData:"

String Using the codelist value 
"otherRestrictions" indicates to CMR 
where to look for the information. 

The value of the FreeAndOpenData 
should be provided.

The value of "FreeAndOpenData:" 
must be provided at the beginning of 
the string so that CMR can properly 
parse out the FreeAndOpenData 
value.

Choice of:

(a) License URL

UMM-C 
Element

ISO 19115-2 MENDS Path Type Notes

/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:
resourceConstraints/gmd:MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:useConstraints/ gmd:

"MD_RestrictionCode codeList= https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist
" "otherRestrictions"  element /gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode  codeListValue=

value=otherRestrictions

Codelist Using the codelist value "otherRestrictions" 
indicates to CMR the following information (in 
this case a URL) describes the License. If the 
incorrect codelist value is selected, the 
license information will not map.

UseConstr
aints
/LicenseUR
L/Linkage

/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:
resourceConstraints/gmd:MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:otherConstraints/gco:CharacterString 
= LicenseUrl:

String Where the License URL should be provided. 

The value of "LicenseUrl:" must be provided 
at the beginning of the string so that CMR can 
properly parse out the license link.

OR

(b) License Text

UMM-C 
Element

ISO 19115-2 MENDS Path Type Notes

/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:
resourceConstraints/gmd:MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:useConstraints/ gmd:
MD_RestrictionCode codeList="https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist
/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode" codeListValue="otherRestrictions"  element 
value=otherRestrictions

Codelist Using the codelist value "otherRestrictions" 
indicates to CMR the following information (in 
this case a block of text) describes the License. 
If the incorrect codelist value is selected, the 
license information will not map.

UseConstr
aints
/LicenseTe
xt

/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:
resourceConstraints/gmd:MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:otherConstraints/gco:
CharacterString = LicenseText:

String Where the License Text should be provided. 

The value of "LicenseText:" must be provided 
at the beginning of the string so that CMR can 
properly parse out the license text.

Example Mapping

ISO 19115-2 MENDS

https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode


<gmi:MI_Metadata>
  <gmd:identificationInfo>
  <gmd:MD_DataIdentification>
    <gmd:resourceConstraints>
      <gmd:MD_LegalConstraints>
        <gmd:useLimitation>
          <gco:CharacterString>Due to a sensor 
anomaly, data collected between October 4, 2007 and 
October 10, 2007 should not be used to conduct 
scientific research.</CharacterString>
        </gmd:useLimitation>
        <gmd:useConstraints>
          <gmd:MD_RestrictionCode codeList="
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist
/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode" codeListValue="
otherRestrictions">otherRestirctions</gmd:
MD_RestrictionCode>
        </gmd:useConstraints>
        <gmd:otherConstraints>
          <gco:CharacterString>LicenseUrl: 
https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-observation-data
/data-use-policy</gco:CharacterString>
        </gmd:otherConstraints>
        <gmd:otherConstraints>
          <gco:CharacterString>FreeAndOpenData: true<
/gco:CharacterString>
        </gmd:otherConstraints>
      </gmd:MD_LegalConstraints>
    </gmd:resourceConstraints>
  </gmd:MD_DataIdentification>
  </gmd:identificationInfo>
</gmi:MI_Metadata>

UMM

"UseConstraints": {
  "Description": "Due to a sensor anomaly, data 
collected between October 4, 2007 and October 10, 
2007 should not be used to conduct scientific 
research.",
  "LicenseURL": {
    "Linkage": "https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-
observation-data/data-use-policy",
  },
  "FreeAndOpenData": true
}

ISO 19115-2 SMAP

UMM-C 
Element

ISO 19115-2 SMAP Path Type Notes

UseConstr
aints
/Description

/gmd:DS_Series/gmd:seriesMetadata/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:
MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:useLimitation/gco:
CharacterString

String

UseConstr
aints
/FreeAndO
penData

/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:
MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:useConstraints/gmd:MD_RestrictionCode codeList "https://cdn.earthdata.

" codeListValue nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
"otherRestrictions" =  "otherRestrictions"

/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:
MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:otherConstraints/gco:CharacterString = "FreeAndOpenData:"

String Using the codelist value 
"otherRestrictions" indicates to CMR 
where to look for the information. 

The value of the FreeAndOpenData 
should be provided.

The value of "FreeAndOpenData:" 
must be provided at the beginning of 
the string so that CMR can properly 
parse out the FreeAndOpenData 
value.

https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode


Choice of:

(a) License URL

UMM-C 
Element

ISO 19115-2 SMAP Path Type Notes

/gmd:DS_Series/gmd:seriesMetadata/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:
MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:
useConstraints/ gmd:MD_RestrictionCode codeList="https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso
/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode" codeListValue="otherRestrictions
"  element value=otherRestrictions

Codelist Using the codelist value 
"otherRestrictions" indicates to CMR the 
following information (in this case a URL) 
describes the License. If the incorrect 
codelist value is selected, the license 
information will not map.

UseConstr
aints
/LicenseUR
L/Linkage

/gmd:DS_Series/gmd:seriesMetadata/gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:
MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:
otherConstraints/gco:CharacterString = LicenseUrl:

String Where the License URL should be 
provided. 

The value of "LicenseUrl:" must be 
provided at the beginning of the string so 
that CMR can properly parse out the 
license link.

OR

(b) License Text

UMM-C 
Element

ISO 19115-2 SMAP Path Type Notes

//gmd:DS_Series/gmd:seriesMetadata gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:
MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:
useConstraints/ gmd:MD_RestrictionCode codeList="https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso
/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode" codeListValue="otherRestriction
s"  element value=otherRestrictions

Codelist Using the codelist value "otherRestrictions" 
indicates to CMR the following information 
(in this case a block of text) describes the 
License. If the incorrect codelist value is 
selected, the license information will not 
map.

UseConstr
aints
/LicenseUR
L/Linkage

//gmd:DS_Series/gmd:seriesMetadata gmi:MI_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:
MD_DataIdentification/gmd:resourceConstraints/gmd:MD_LegalConstraints/gmd:
otherConstraints/gco:CharacterString = LicenseText:

String Where the License Text should be provided.

The value of "LicenseText:" must be 
provided at the beginning of the string so 
that CMR can properly parse out the 
license text.

Example Mapping

ISO 19115-2 SMAP

https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode


<gmd:DS_Series>
<gmd:seriesMetadata>
<gmi:MI_Metadata>
  <gmd:identificationInfo>
  <gmd:MD_DataIdentification>
    <gmd:resourceConstraints>
      <gmd:MD_LegalConstraints>
        <gmd:useLimitation>
          <gco:CharacterString>Due to a sensor 
anomaly, data collected between October 4, 2007 and 
October 10, 2007 should not be used to conduct 
scientific research.</CharacterString>
        </gmd:useLimitation>
        <gmd:useConstraints>
          <gmd:MD_RestrictionCode codeList="
https://cdn.earthdata.nasa.gov/iso/resources/Codelist
/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_RestrictionCode" codeListValue="
otherRestrictions">otherRestirctions</gmd:
MD_RestrictionCode>
        </gmd:useConstraints>
        <gmd:otherConstraints>
          <gco:CharacterString>LicenseUrl: 
https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-observation-data
/data-use-policy</gco:CharacterString>
        </gmd:otherConstraints>
        <gmd:otherConstraints>
          <gco:CharacterString>FreeAndOpenData: true<
/gco:CharacterString>
        </gmd:otherConstraints>
      </gmd:MD_LegalConstraints>
    </gmd:resourceConstraints>
  </gmd:MD_DataIdentification>
  </gmd:identificationInfo>
</gmi:MI_Metadata>
</gmd:seriesMetadata>
</gmd:DS_Series>

UMM

"UseConstraints": {
  "Description": "Due to a sensor anomaly, data 
collected between October 4, 2007 and October 10, 
2007 should not be used to conduct scientific 
research.",
  "LicenseURL": {
    "Linkage": "https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-
observation-data/data-use-policy",
  },
  "FreeAndOpenData": true
}

UMM Migration

UMM Version 1.9.0 Translation Direction UMM Version 1.10.0

UseConstraints UseConstraints/Description

n/a (new metadata element) UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Linkage

n/a (new metadata element) UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Protocol

n/a (new metadata element) UseConstraints/LicenseURL/ApplicationProfile

n/a (new metadata element) UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Name



n/a (new metadata element) UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Description

n/a (new metadata element) UseConstraints/LicenseURL/Function

n/a (new metadata element) UseConstraints/LicenseURL/MimeType

n/a (new metadata element) UseConstraints/LicenseText

Future Mappings
ISO 19115-1

UMM-C Element ISO 19115-1 Path Type Notes

UseConstraints/Description TBD String

UseConstraints/FreeAndOpenData

Choice of:

(a) License URL

UMM-C Element ISO 
19115-
1 Path

Type Notes

TBD Codelist Using the codelist value "otherRestrictions" indicates to CMR the following information (in this case a URL) describes 
the License. If the incorrect codelist value is selected, the license information will not map.

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL
/Linkage

TBD String Where the License URL should be provided. 

The value of "License URL:" must be provided at the beginning of the string so that CMR can properly parse out the 
license link.

OR

(b) License Text

UMM-C Element ISO 
19115-
1 Path

Type Notes

TBD Codelist Using the codelist value "otherRestrictions" indicates to CMR the following information (in this case a block of text) 
describes the License. If the incorrect codelist value is selected, the license information will not map.

UseConstraints
/LicenseURL
/Linkage

TBD String Where the License URL should be provided. 

The value of "License Text:" must be provided at the beginning of the string so that CMR can properly parse out the 
license text.

Example Mapping

ISO 19115-1

TBD

UMM



"UseConstraints": {
  "Description": "Due to a sensor anomaly, data 
collected between October 4, 2007 and October 10, 
2007 should not be used to conduct scientific 
research.",
  "LicenseURL": {
    "Linkage": "https://earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-
observation-data/data-use-policy",
  },
  "FreeAndOpenData": true
}

History

UMM Versioning

1.16.2 is the current UMM-C version. No changes were made to this element since the last documented changes below.

Version Date What Changed

1.17.2 1/18
/2023

Added the EULAIdentifiers element under UseConstraints

1.17.1 8/10
/2022

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.17.0 to 1.17.1

1.17.0 5/11
/2022

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.16.7 to 1.17.0

1.16.7 1/27
/2022

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.16.6 to 1.16.7

1.16.6 12/1
/2021

FreeAndOpenData element was added.

1.16.2 4/7
/2021

LicenseUrl was changed to LicenseURL. Description was change to a String. Use Constraints was added to ECHO 10, Use 
Constraints was changed in DIF 10 to allow for License_URL and License_Text. 

1.16.1 4/7
/2021

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.16.0 to 1.16.1

1.16.0 3/24
/2021

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.15.5 to 1.16.0

1.15.5 12/3
/2020

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.15.4 to 1.15.5

1.15.4 9/18
/2020

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.15.3 to 1.15.4

1.15.3 7/1
/2020

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.15.2 to 1.15.3

1.15.2 5/20
/2020

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.15.1 to 1.15.2

1.15.1 3/25
/2020

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.15.0 to 1.15.1

1.15.0 2/26
/2020

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.14.0 to 1.15.0

1.14.0 10/21
/2019

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.13.0 to 1.14.0

1.13.0 04/11
/2019

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.12.0 to 1.13.0

1.12.0 01/22
/2019

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.11.0 to 1.12.0.



1.11.0 11/28
/2018

No changes were made for Use Constraints during the transition from version 1.10.0 to 1.11.0.

1.10.0 05/02
/2018 In UMM-C version 1.9.0, there was only a single "UseConstraints" element, which was a free text field (containing up to 

20000 characters)
NASA management requested that License information be provided in all collection level metadata
Since there was no designated metadata element for license in the UMM, it was decided that the 'Use Constraints' 
element would be expanded to include license
In UMM-C version 1.10.0 the 'UseConstraints' element was expanded to include a 'Description' element (used to 
provide disclaimers on limitations to how the data may be used); a License URL element (to provide a link to the license 
applicable to the data); and a License Text element (to provide the license text in the metadata if a URL is not available)

The DIF 10 and ECHO 10 schemas were also updated to support license
ISO mappings were identified for the new Use Constraints elements (ISO MENDS, ISO SMAP and ISO 19115-1)

1.0 - 1.9 2015 Initial version

ARC Documentation

Version Date What Changed Author

1.0 09/28/2018 Recommendations/priority matrix transferred from internal ARC documentation to wiki space Jeanne' le Roux

https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/display/~jr0020
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